short profile
Althesys is an independent professional firm, specialised in strategic advisory
and in the economic research in the environment, energy, utilities and
infrastructures industries.
It helps companies, institutions and public bodies in developing knowledge and in
defining strategies in an innovative and pragmatic way.
Althesys has a wide know-how and its team, composed by professionals with over
twenty-five years of experience, brings together qualified and multidisciplinary
competences of academics, consultants and managers who are expert in strategic,
financial and management consulting.
The team is headed by Alessandro Marangoni, Chief Executive Officer, economist
and expert in strategy and corporate finance, with a great experience in the
environmental and in the energy industry.
Althesys provides strategic consulting and creates knowledge in key sectors, such
as environment, energy, utilities and infrastructures.
Among the several projects it has done: advisory and studies in the energy industry,
strategic plans for local utilities, advisory on environmental policies in various
industries, strategies and evaluations of waste separate collection and recycling
systems, advisory for mergers & acquisitions and joint ventures, cost-benefit analysis
of plants, infrastructures, projects, and policies in many sectors.
All the projects are done with a specific philosophy based on original and not
predefined solutions, international approach, methodological soundness,
independence, and results orientation.
Althesys is a consultant for some of the major companies, organizations and
institutions in the energy, environmental and utilities sectors, carrying out studies and
projects aimed at value growth strategies.
Althesys creates knowledge also through some observatories. They develop
analysis, have their own information database, monitor market trends, creating and
publishing reports and studies.
Althesys developed Irex Monitor, a think tank which from 2008 studies the
renewable industry and publishes Irex Index on the Italian pure renewable listed
companies. It makes the Agro-energy Observatory, focused on the energy linked to
the agriculture and the Observatory on recovered materials MP2, which studies
the commodities of the recycling industry.
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